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Barbarian at the Gate Penguin
What distinguishes history as a
discipline from other fields of
study? That's the animating
question of Sarah Maza’s
Thinking About History, a general
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introduction to the field of history
that revels in its eclecticism and
highlights the inherent tensions and
controversies that shape it.
Designed for the classroom,
Thinking About History is
organized around big questions:
Whose history do we write, and
how does that affect what stories get
told and how they are told? How
did we come to view the nation as
the inevitable context for history,
and what happens when we move
outside those boundaries? What is
the relation among popular,
academic, and public history, and
how should we evaluate sources?
What is the difference between
description and interpretation, and
how do we balance them? Maza
provides choice examples in place

of definitive answers, and the result
is a book that will spark classroom
discussion and offer students a view
of history as a vibrant, ever-
changing field of inquiry that is
thoroughly relevant to our daily
lives.

The Fear of Barbarians
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
The Federation has endured
for hundreds of years, but
now it is dying, killed by the
corruption and decadence
of the Senate and the rising
power of military warlords.
The shipping lanes are
coming apart, the colonists
are revolting and outside
forces are pressing against
undefended borders. Now,

as one warlord makes a bid
for supreme power, the
entire edifice is on the verge
of falling apart. Two officers,
bearers of a proud military
tradition, may be all that
stands between the
Federation and total
destruction. For Admiral
Marius Drake, there is no
greater cause than the
survival of humanity's prized
unity. For the young and
ambitious Roman Garibaldi,
the growing civil war offers a
chance of promotion far
beyond the usual
boundaries. Together, they
will save the Federation or
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die trying. But with the
Senate suspicious of any
competent commanding
officers, their success may
condemn them to an
inglorious death.
Barbarians at the Gate Hoover
Press
This book, first published in
1999, gives a balanced,
enlightening account of how
KKR has approached leveraged
buyouts.
The Fall of the Roman
Empire Taylor & Francis
A book that stormed both
the bestseller list and the
public imagination, a book
that created a genre of
its own, and a book that

gets at the heart of Wall
Street and the '80s
culture it helped define,
Barbarians at the Gate
has emerged twenty
years after the
tumultuous deal it so
brilliantly recounts as a
modern classic—a
masterpiece of
investigatory journalism
and a rollicking book of
corporate derring-do and
financial swordsmanship.
The fight to control RJR
Nabisco during October
and November of 1988
was more than just the
largest takeover in Wall

Street history. Marked by
brazen displays of ego not
seen in American
business for decades, it
became the high point of
a new gilded age and its
repercussions are still
being felt. The tale
remains the ultimate
story of greed and
glory—a story and a cast
of characters that
determined the course of
global business and
redefined how deals
would be done and
fortunes made in the
decades to come.
Barbarians at the Gate is
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the gripping account of
these two frenzied
months, of deal makers
and publicity flaks, of an
old-line industrial
powerhouse (home of
such familiar products a
Oreos and Camels) that
became the victim of the
ruthless and rapacious
style of finance in the
1980s. As reporters for
The Wall Street Journal,
Burrough and Helyar had
extensive access to all
the characters in this
drama. They take the
reader behind the scenes
at strategy meetings and

society dinners, into
boardrooms and
bedrooms, providing an
unprecedentedly detailed
look at how financial
operations at the highest
levels are conducted but
also a richly textured
social history of wealth at
the twilight of the Reagan
era. At the center of the
huge power struggle is
RJR Nabisco's president,
the high-living Ross
Johnson. It's his secret
plan to buy out the
company that sets the
frenzy in motion,
attracting the country's

leading takeover players:
Henry Kravis, the
legendary leveraged-
buyout king whose entry
into the fray sets off an
acquisitive commotion;
Peter Cohen, CEO of
Shearson Lehman Hutton
and Johnson's partner,
who needs a victory to
propel his company to an
unchallenged leadership
in the lucrative mergers
and acquisitions field; the
fiercely independent Ted
Forstmann, motivated as
much by honor as by his
rage at the corruption he
sees taking over the
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business he cherishes;
Jim Maher and his ragtag
team, struggling to regain
credibility for the
decimated ranks at First
Boston; and an army of
desperate bankers,
lawyers, and accountants,
all drawn inexorably to
the greatest prize of their
careers—and one of the
greatest prizes in the
history of American
business. Written with the
bravado of a novel and
researched with the
diligence of a sweeping
cultural history,
Barbarians at the Gate is

present at the front line of
every battle of the
campaign. Here is the
unforgettable story of
that takeover in all its
brutality. In a new
afterword specially
commissioned for the
story's 20th anniversary,
Burrough and Helyar
return to visit the heroes
and villains of this epic
story, tracing the fallout
of the deal, charting the
subsequent success and
failure of those involved,
and addressing the
incredible impact this
story—and the book

itself—made on the world.
The Lessons of Terror
Open Road Media
One day Sophie comes
home from school to
find two questions in
her mail: "Who are
you?" and "Where does
the world come from?"
Before she knows it
she is enrolled in a
correspondence course
with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus
begins Jostein
Gaarder's unique
novel, which is not
only a mystery, but
also a complete and
entertaining history
of philosophy.
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Den of Thieves Random
House
The story of Steve
Schwarzman,
Blackstone, and a
financial revolution,
King of Capital is the
greatest untold
success story on Wall
Street. In King of
Capital, David Carey
and John Morris show
how Blackstone (and
other private equity
firms) transformed
themselves from
gamblers, hostile-
takeover artists, and
‘barbarians at the
gate’ into
disciplined, risk-

conscious investors
while the financial
establishment—banks and
investment bankers such
as Citigroup, Bear
Stearns, Lehman, UBS,
Goldman Sachs, Merrill
Lynch, Morgan
Stanley—were recklessly
assuming risks,
leveraging up to
astronomical levels and
driving the economy to
the brink of disaster.
Now, not only have
Blackstone and a small
coterie of competitors
wrested control of
corporations around the
globe, but they have
emerged as a major

force on Wall Street,
challenging the likes
of Goldman Sachs and
Morgan Stanley for
dominance. Insightful
and hard-hitting,
filled with never-
before-revealed details
about the workings of a
heretofore secretive
company that was the
personal fiefdom of
Schwarzman and Peter
Peterson, King of
Capital shows how
Blackstone and private
equity will drive the
economy and provide a
model for how financing
will work in the years
to come.
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Barbarians at the
Gate Harper Collins
Clash At The Top
takes the reader on
a fascinating and
dangerous journey
between Washington
and Moscow during
the cold war. The
novel unfolds the
new kind of tension
that existed
between the White
House and the
Kremlin, and tells
about the sinister
plot that was
engineered in the

dark corridors of a
highly developed
laboratory for
Parapsychological
research near
Moscow. Although
the Soviet Union
has collapsed, it
has recently been
reported that the
Laboratory for
Advanced
Parapsychological
Research near
Moscow is still
very active and
that more lethal
methods of remote

viewing and mind
control are being
developed. If you
want to know
more...then read
on. It is for me to
know that it is a
fact and for you to
find out if it is a
fact or fiction.
Greed and Glory on
Wall Street Beard
Books
The inside story of
one of the world?s
most powerful
financial
Institutions Now
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with a new foreword
and final chapter,
The Partnership
chronicles the most
important periods
in Goldman Sachs?s
history and the
individuals who
built one of the
world?s largest
investment banks.
Charles D. Ellis,
who worked as a
strategy consultant
to Goldman Sachs
for more than
thirty years,
reveals the secrets

behind the firm?s
continued success
through many life-
threatening
changes. Disgraced
and nearly
destroyed in 1929,
Goldman Sachs
limped along as a
break-even
operation through
the Depression and
WWII. But with only
one special service
and one improbable
banker, it began
the stage-by-stage
rise that took the

firm to global
leadership, even in
the face of the
world-wide credit
crisis.
Barbarians Inside
the Gates--and
Other Controversial
Essays Penguin
“One of the finest,
most compelling
accounts of what
happened to
corporate America
and Wall Street in
the 1980’s.” —New
York Times Book
Review A #1 New
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York Times
bestseller and
arguably the best
business narrative
ever written,
Barbarians at the
Gate is the classic
account of the fall
of RJR Nabisco. An
enduring
masterpiece of
investigative
journalism by Bryan
Burrough and John
Helyar, it includes
a new afterword by
the authors that
brings this

remarkable story of
greed and double-
dealings up to date
twenty years after
the famed deal. The
Los Angeles Times
calls Barbarians at
the Gate,
“Superlative.” The
Chicago Tribune
raves, “It’s hard
to imagine a better
story...and it’s
hard to imagine a
better account.”
And in an era of
spectacular
business crashes

and federal
bailouts, it still
stands as a
valuable cautionary
tale that must be
heeded.
The Lords of the
Realm Palala Press
In The Lessons of
Terror, novelist and
military historian
Caleb Carr examines
terrorism throughout
history and the roots
of our present crisis
and reaches a
provocative set of
conclusions: the
practice of targeting
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enemy civilians is as
old as warfare
itself; it has always
failed as a military
and political tactic;
and despite the
dramatic increases in
its scope and range
of weapons, it will
continue to fail in
the future.
International
terrorism—the
victimization of
unarmed civilians in
an attempt to affect
their support for the
government that leads
them—is a phrase with

which Americans have
become all too
familiar recently.
Yet while at first
glance terrorism
seems a relatively
modern phenomenon,
Carr illustrates that
it has been a
constant of military
history. In ancient
times, warring armies
raped and slaughtered
civilians and
gratuitously
destroyed property,
homes, and cities; in
the Middle Ages,
evangelical Muslims

and Christian
crusaders spread
their faiths by the
sword; and in the
early modern era,
such celebrated kings
as Louis XIV revealed
a taste for
victimizing
noncombatants for
political purposes.
It was during the
Civil War that
Americans themselves
first engaged in
“total war,” the most
egregious of the many
euphemisms for the
tactics of terror.
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Under the leadership
of such generals as
Stonewall Jackson,
the forces of the
South tried to
systematize this
horrifying practice;
but it fell to a
Union general,
William Tecumseh
Sherman, to achieve
that dubious goal.
Carr recounts
Sherman’s declaration
of war on every man,
woman, and child in
the South—a policy
that he himself knew
was badly flawed, had

nothing to do with
his military
successes (indeed, it
hampered them), and
brought long-term
unrest to the
American South by
giving birth to the
Ku Klux Klan. Carr’s
exploration of terror
reveals its
consistently self-
defeating nature. Far
from prompting
submission, Carr
argues, terrorism
stiffens enemy
resolve: for this
reason above all,

terrorism has never
achieved—nor will it
ever achieve—long-
term success, however
physically
destructive and
psychologically
debilitating it may
become. With
commanding authority
and the storyteller’s
gift for which he is
renowned, Caleb Carr
provides a critical
historical context
for understanding
terrorist acts today,
arguing that
terrorism will be
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eradicated only when
it is perceived as a
tactic that brings
nothing save defeat
to its agents.

Merchants of Debt
Harper Collins
Shows how Europe's
barbarians,
strengthened by
centuries of
contact with Rome
on many levels,
turned into an
enemy capable of
overturning and
dismantling the
mighty Empire.

When Genius Failed
University of Chicago
Press
A collection of
essays that discusses
such issues as the
media, immigration,
the minimum wage and
multiculturalism.
Dialect and
Nationalism in China,
1860-1960 Library
Juice Press, LLC
The time was the
1980s. The place was
Wall Street. The game
was called Liar’s
Poker. Michael Lewis
was fresh out of

Princeton and the
London School of
Economics when he
landed a job at
Salomon Brothers, one
of Wall Street’s
premier investment
firms. During the
next three years,
Lewis rose from
callow trainee to
bond salesman, raking
in millions for the
firm and cashing in
on a modern-day gold
rush. Liar’s Poker is
the culmination of
those heady, frenzied
years—a behind-the-
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scenes look at a
unique and turbulent
time in American
business. From the
frat-boy camaraderie
of the forty-first-
floor trading room to
the killer instinct
that made ambitious
young men gamble
everything on a high-
stakes game of
bluffing and
deception, here is
Michael Lewis’s
knowing and hilarious
insider’s account of
an unprecedented era
of greed, gluttony,

and outrageous
fortune.
Barbarians at the Gate
Cambridge University
Press
A #1 bestseller from
coast to coast, Den of
Thieves tells the full
story of the insider-
trading scandal that
nearly destroyed Wall
Street, the men who
pulled it off, and the
chase that finally
brought them to
justice. Pulitzer
Prize–winner James B.
Stewart shows for the
first time how four of
the eighties’ biggest
names on Wall

Street—Michael Milken,
Ivan Boesky, Martin
Siegel, and Dennis
Levine—created the
greatest insider-
trading ring in
financial history and
almost walked away with
billions, until a team
of downtrodden
detectives triumphed
over some of America’s
most expensive lawyers
to bring this powerful
quartet to justice.
Based on secret grand
jury transcripts,
interviews, and actual
trading records, and
containing explosive
new revelations about
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Michael Milken and Ivan
Boesky, Den of Thieves
weaves all the facts
into an unforgettable
narrative—a portrait of
human nature, big
business, and crime of
unparalleled
proportions.
Barbarians at the Gate
Random House Trade
Paperbacks
**Winner of the 2016
Pulitzer Prize for
Autobiography**
Included in President
Obama’s 2016 Summer
Reading List “Without
a doubt, the finest
surf book I’ve ever
read . . . ” —The New

York Times Magazine
Barbarian Days is
William Finnegan’s
memoir of an obsession,
a complex enchantment.
Surfing only looks like
a sport. To initiates,
it is something else: a
beautiful addiction, a
demanding course of
study, a morally
dangerous pastime, a
way of life. Raised in
California and Hawaii,
Finnegan started
surfing as a child. He
has chased waves all
over the world,
wandering for years
through the South
Pacific, Australia,

Asia, Africa. A bookish
boy, and then an
excessively adventurous
young man, he went on
to become a
distinguished writer
and war reporter.
Barbarian Days takes us
deep into unfamiliar
worlds, some of them
right under our
noses—off the coasts of
New York and San
Francisco. It immerses
the reader in the edgy
camaraderie of close
male friendships forged
in challenging waves.
Finnegan shares stories
of life in a whites-
only gang in a tough
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school in Honolulu. He
shows us a world turned
upside down for kids
and adults alike by the
social upheavals of the
1960s. He details the
intricacies of famous
waves and his own
apprenticeships to
them. Youthful folly—he
drops LSD while riding
huge Honolua Bay, on
Maui—is served up with
rueful humor. As
Finnegan’s travels take
him ever farther
afield, he discovers
the picturesque
simplicity of a Samoan
fishing village,
dissects the sexual

politics of Tongan
interactions with
Americans and Japanese,
and navigates the
Indonesian black market
while nearly succumbing
to malaria. Throughout,
he surfs, carrying
readers with him on
rides of harrowing,
unprecedented lucidity.
Barbarian Days is an
old-school adventure
story, an intellectual
autobiography, a social
history, a literary
road movie, and an
extraordinary
exploration of the
gradual mastering of an
exacting, little-

understood art.
Vendetta Ballantine
Books
The relationship
between Western
democracies and Islam,
rarely entirely
comfortable, has in
recent years become
increasingly tense. A
growing immigrant
population and worries
about cultural and
political assimilation
—exacerbated by
terrorist attacks in
the United States,
Europe, and around the
world—have provoked
reams of commentary
from all parts of the
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political spectrum, a
frustrating majority of
it hyperbolic or even
hysterical. In The Fear
of Barbarians, the
celebrated intellectual
Tzvetan Todorov offers
a corrective: a
reasoned and often
highly personal
analysis of the
problem, rooted in
Enlightenment values
yet open to the claims
of cultural difference.
Drawing on history,
anthropology, and
politics, and bringing
to bear examples
ranging from the murder
of Theo van Gogh to the

French ban on
headscarves, Todorov
argues that the West
must overcome its fear
of Islam if it is to
avoid betraying the
values it claims to
protect. True freedom,
Todorov explains,
requires us to strike a
delicate balance
between protecting and
imposing cultural
values, acknowledging
the primacy of the law,
and yet strenuously
protecting minority
views that do not
interfere with its
aims. Adding force to
Todorov's arguments is

his own experience as a
native of communist
Bulgaria: his
admiration of French
civic identity—and
Western freedom—is
vigorous but non-
nativist, an inclusive
vision whose very
flexibility is its core
strength. The record of
a penetrating mind
grappling with a
complicated,
multifaceted problem,
The Fear of Barbarians
is a powerful,
important book—a call,
not to arms, but to
thought.
Barbarians at the
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Gates of Hollywood OUP
USA
One of conservatism's
most articulate voices
dissects today's most
important economic,
racial, political,
education, legal, and
social issues, sharing
his entertaining and
thought-provoking
insights on a wide
range of contentious
subjects. --"This book
contains an abundance
of wisdom on a large
number of economic
issues." --Mises
Review

China in the 21st
Century Penguin

A modern classic by
Nobel Laureate J.M.
Coetzee. His latest
novel, The Schooldays
of Jesus, is now
available from
Viking. Late Essays:
2006-2016 will be
available January
2018. For decades the
Magistrate has been a
loyal servant of the
Empire, running the
affairs of a tiny
frontier settlement
and ignoring the
impending war with
the barbarians. When
interrogation experts

arrive, however, he
witnesses the
Empire's cruel and
unjust treatment of
prisoners of war.
Jolted into sympathy
for their victims, he
commits a quixotic
act of rebellion that
brands him an enemy
of the state. J. M.
Coetzee's prize-
winning novel is a
startling allegory of
the war between
opressor and
opressed. The
Magistrate is not
simply a man living
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through a crisis of
conscience in an
obscure place in
remote times; his
situation is that of
all men living in
unbearable complicity
with regimes that
ignore justice and
decency. Mark Rylance
(Wolf Hall, Bridge of
Spies), Ciro Guerra
and producer Michael
Fitzgerald are
teaming up to to
bring J.M. Coetzee's
Waiting for the
Barbarians to the big
screen.

The History of the
Decline and Fall of
the Roman Empire
Volume 8 Penguin
Discover the
essential thinking
tools you’ve been
missing with The
Great Mental Models
series by Shane
Parrish, New York
Times bestselling
author and the mind
behind the
acclaimed Farnam
Street blog and
“The Knowledge
Project” podcast.

This first book in
the series is your
guide to learning
the crucial
thinking tools
nobody ever taught
you. Time and time
again, great
thinkers such as
Charlie Munger and
Warren Buffett have
credited their
success to mental m
odels–representatio
ns of how something
works that can
scale onto other
fields. Mastering a
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small number of
mental models
enables you to
rapidly grasp new
information,
identify patterns
others miss, and
avoid the common
mistakes that hold
people back. The
Great Mental
Models: Volume 1,
General Thinking
Concepts shows you
how making a few
tiny changes in the
way you think can
deliver big

results. Drawing on
examples from
history, business,
art, and science,
this book details
nine of the most
versatile, all-
purpose mental
models you can use
right away to
improve your
decision making and
productivity. This
book will teach you
how to: Avoid blind
spots when looking
at problems. Find
non-obvious

solutions.
Anticipate and
achieve desired
outcomes. Play to
your strengths,
avoid your
weaknesses, … and
more. The Great
Mental Models
series demystifies
once elusive
concepts and
illuminates rich
knowledge that
traditional
education
overlooks. This
series is the most
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comprehensive and
accessible guide on
using mental models
to better
understand our
world, solve
problems, and gain
an advantage.
Liar's Poker
Xlibris Corporation
“Full of
schadenfreude and
speculation—and
solid, timely
history too.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“This is a portrait
of capitalism as

white-knuckle risk
taking, yielding
fruitful
discoveries for the
fathers, but only
sterile speculation
for the sons—a
story that
resonates with
today's economic
upheaval.”
—Publishers Weekly
“What's not to
enjoy about a book
full of monstrous
egos, unimaginable
sums of money, and
the punishment of

greed and
shortsightedness?”
—The Economist
Phenomenal reviews
and sales greeted
the hardcover
publication of The
Big Rich, New York
Times bestselling
author Bryan
Burrough's
spellbinding
chronicle of Texas
oil. Weaving
together the
multigenerational
sagas of the
industry's four
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wealthiest families,
Burrough brings to
life the men known
in their day as the
Big Four: Roy
Cullen, H. L. Hunt,
Clint Murchison,
and Sid Richardson,
all swaggering
Texas oil tycoons
who owned sprawling
ranches and mingled
with presidents and
Hollywood stars.
Seamlessly charting
their collective
rise and fall, The
Big Rich is a

hugely entertaining
account that only a
writer with
Burrough's
abilities-and Texas
upbringing-could
have written.
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